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Background: When emergency medical services (EMS) providers respond to the scene of an injury, they must decide where to transport the injured patients for further evaluation and treatment. This is done through a process known as “field triage”, whereby a patient’s injuries are matched to the most appropriate hospital. In 2005-2006 the National Expert Panel on Field Triage, convened by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, revised the 1999 American College of Surgeons Committee on Trauma Field Triage Decision Scheme. This revision, the 2006 Field Triage Decision Scheme, was published in 2006.

Methods: State Public Health departments’ and EMS’ external websites were evaluated to ascertain the current status of implementation of the 2006 Field Triage Decision Scheme.

Results: Information regarding field triage was located for 41 states. In nine states no information regarding field triage was available on their websites. Of the 41 states where information was located, seven were classified as “full adopters” of the 2006 Field Triage Decision Scheme; nine were considered “partial adopters”; 17 states were found to be using a full version or modification of the 1999 Field Triage Decision Scheme; and eight states were considered to be using a different protocol or scheme for field triage.

Conclusion: Many states have adopted the 2006 Decision Scheme (full or partial). Further investigation is needed to determine the reasons why some states do not adopt the guidelines. [West J Emerg Med. 2011;12(3):275-283.]

INTRODUCTION
In the United States (U.S.), injury is the leading cause of death for persons aged 1–44 years.1 In 2007, injuries were responsible for approximately 182,000 deaths in the U.S.,1 with an additional 25 million injuries serious enough to require a hospital emergency department (ED) visit.2 When an injury does occur and emergency medical services (EMS) providers respond, they must decide where to transport the injured patients for further evaluation and treatment. This is done through a process known as “field triage,” whereby a patient’s injuries are matched to the most appropriate hospital. The destination hospital (trauma center or a nontrauma center) chosen by the EMS providers has been shown to have an impact on an individual patient’s outcome. The National Study on the Costs and Outcomes of Trauma reported a 25% reduction in mortality for severely injured patients who received care at a Level I trauma center rather than at a nontrauma center.3

In order to assist with destination transport decisions, EMS providers and their medical directors use field triage decision schemes to help ensure that they get the right person, to the right place, at the right time. These schemes are typically a combination of physiologic, anatomic, and mechanistic criteria that are intended to identify those patients with, or at risk of, a severe injury. Instead of developing individual decision schemes de novo, many states and local communities have used a version promulgated by the American College of Surgeons-Committee on Trauma...
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Figure 1. The 2006 field triage decision scheme. Footnote: Reproduced with permission from Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report. Jan 23, 2009;58. 10
The upper limit of respiratory rate in infants is > 29 breaths per minute to maintain a higher level of overtriage for infants.

Trauma centers are designated Level I-IV, with Level I representing the highest level of trauma care available.

Any injury noted in Steps 2 and 3 triggers a "yes" response.

Age < 15 years

Intrusion refers to interior compartment intrusion, as opposed to deformation which refers to exterior damage.

Includes pedestrians or bicyclists thrown or run over by a motor vehicle or those with estimated impact > 20 mph with a motor vehicle.

Local or regional protocols should be used to determine the most appropriate level of trauma center; appropriate center need not be Level I.

Age > 55 years.

Patients with both burns and concomitant trauma for whom the burn injury poses the greatest risk for morbidity and mortality should be transferred to a burn center. If the nonburn trauma presents a greater immediate risk, the patient may be stabilized in a trauma center and then transferred to a burn center.

Injuries such as an open fracture or fracture with neurovascular compromise.

Emergency medical services.

Patients who do not meet any of the triage criteria in Steps 1-4 should be transported to the most appropriate medical facility as outlined in local emergency medical service protocols.
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Figure 2. The 1999 field triage decision scheme.
Step One: Physiologic Criteria
- Add a lower limit threshold for respiratory rate in infants (aged < 1 year) of < 20 breaths per minute
- Remove revised trauma score < 11

Step Two: Anatomic Criteria
- Add crushed, degloved or mangled extremity
- Change “open and depressed skull fractures” to “open or depressed skull fractures”
- Move combination trauma with burns and major burns to Step Four

Step Three: Mechanism of Injury Criteria
- Add vehicular telemetry data consistent with high risk of injury
- Clarify criteria for falls to include:
  - adults: fall > 20 feet (two stories)
  - children aged < 15 years: fall > 10 feet or two to three times the child’s height
- Change “high-speed auto crash” to “high-risk auto crash” and modify to include any of the following:
  - intrusion > 12 inches at occupant site
  - intrusion > 18 inches at any site
  - partial or complete ejection from the vehicle
  - death of another passenger in the same passenger compartment
  - vehicle telemetry data consistent with high risk for injury
- Revise “auto-pedestrian/auto-bicycle injury with significant (> 5 mph) impact” and “pedestrian thrown or run over” to “auto vs. pedestrian/bicyclist thrown, run over, or with significant (> 20 mph) impact”
- Revise “motorcycle crash > 20 mph with separation of rider from bike” to “motorcycle crash > 20 mph”
- Remove “initial speed > 40 mph, major auto deformity > 20 inches, extrication time > 20 minutes, and rollover”

Step Four: Special Considerations
- Add “time-sensitive extremity injury, end-stage renal disease requiring dialysis, and emergency medical service provider judgement”
- Add burns from Step Two
  - burns without other trauma mechanism: triage to burn facility
  - burns with trauma mechanism: triage to trauma center
- Clarify aged < 5 years or > 55 years to read:
  - older adults: risk of injury or death increases after 55-years of age
  - children: should be triaged preferentially to pediatric-capable trauma centers
- Change “patient with bleeding disorder or patient on anticoagulants” to “anticoagulation and bleeding disorders”
- Change “pregnancy” to “pregnancy > 20 weeks”
- Remove “cardiac disease, respiratory disease, insulin-dependent diabetes, cirrhosis, morbid obesity and immunosuppressed patients”

Figure 3. Changes in the 2006 decision scheme compared to the 1999 decision scheme

protocols, memorandums, committee notes, and legislative or regulatory language. Once evidence of full or partial adoption was found, authors downloaded the relevant materials for each state. Two board certified and EMS fellowship trained emergency physicians (authors SMS and EO) independently examined the information. The reviewers carefully examined these materials with comparison to the 2006 Field Triage Decision Scheme and prior ACS-COT guidelines to ascertain the level of adoption (full or partial) by each governmental unit. If the reviewers agreed, the findings were entered into the database. If there was disagreement, the findings were discussed. If no consensus was reached, a third reviewer (EBL) was asked to examine the material to make a final determination. If no information was available on the publicly available websites, the state was documented as “information not available.”

We considered a given state to have “full adoption” if the 2006 Decision Scheme was reproduced in its entirety on the website without modifications or if state legislation, rules, or committee minutes made direct reference to use of recommendations for the 2006 Decision Scheme. We considered states with only minor, non-substantial, additions (e.g., additional vital sign, or a language edit) to the complete 2006 Decision Scheme to be full adopters. We considered states to be partial adopters if any language clearly recognizable from the 2006 Decision Scheme (e.g. vehicular telemetry data consistent with a high risk or injury, time sensitive extremity injury) was present in any of their available field triage materials on the website (exceptions to this was when only a conjunction such as “and” or “or” was changed). We did not further stratify partial adopters. Next, we identified states that had some version (full or partial) of the 1999 field triage scheme on their website. Finally, we identified states with field triage schemes or methodology independent of the 1999 or 2006 schemes. Given the inherent language overlap in many of these latter two categories
(1999 or other), the authors based their decisions regarding whether a scheme was consistent with 1999 on the language, flow, and organization of a given scheme.

For those states classified as either full or partial adopters, an analysis was performed using the U.S. Census Bureau’s “Annual Estimates of the Resident Population for the United States, July 1, 2009.” We conducted this analysis to determine the percentage of the U.S. population living in an area with full or partial adoption of the 2006 Decision Scheme.

RESULTS

The authors located information regarding field triage on the publicly available websites for 41 states as of April 26, 2010. In nine states, the authors could not locate any information regarding field triage on their public websites.

Of the 41 states where authors located the information, seven (Arizona, Georgia, Indiana, Michigan, Tennessee, Utah and Virginia) were classified as “full adopters.” Nine were considered “partial adopters” (Arkansas, Delaware, Iowa, Maryland, Missouri, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, South Carolina and West Virginia). Authors found 17 states using a full version or modification of the 1999 Field Triage Decision Scheme (Alabama, Alaska, Colorado, Illinois, Kentucky, Maine, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota, Wisconsin). Reviewers judged that eight states (Florida, Hawaii, New Hampshire, New Mexico, Minnesota, Rhode Island, Vermont and Washington) were using a different protocol or scheme for field triage; the schemes were not clearly recognizable as versions of the 1999 or 2006 Field Triage Decision Schemes (Figure 4).

Based on the census data referenced above, states classified as full adopters represent 50,411,245 persons or 17% of the estimated 2009 U.S. population (303,039,262). States classified as partial adopters represent 45,016,379 persons or 15% of the estimated 2009 U.S. population (303,039,262).

We conducted a further analysis of those states classified as full and partial adopters. The states of Arizona and Tennessee made no changes to the 2006 Field Triage Decision Scheme prior to placing it on their respective websites. Georgia adopted the 2006 Decision Scheme in its entirety, with only a minor addition to pediatric vital signs to Step one of the scheme, adding age specific criteria for the upper limit of respiratory rate in children under the age of six. Utah made minimal changes and added language to Steps one, three and four as well as the transition boxes. Although no protocol exists on its website, the EMS commission for Indiana has the legal authority from the state to “adopt rules concerning triage and transportation protocols for the transportation of trauma patients consistent with the field triage decision scheme of the ACS-COT” and passed a motion in September 2009 to “develop rule language that requires transport ambulance provider medical directors to issue protocols.
for the transportation of trauma patients consistent with the ACS-COT.”

Similarly, in Michigan, the rules developed by the Michigan Department of Community Health governing the statewide trauma system state that “Protocols, which are established and adopted by local medical control, may be developed based on the standards incorporated by reference in these rules, Resources for Optimal Care Of The Injured Patient 2006.”

Finally, the Office of EMS in Virginia in a 2009 review of triage processes within Virginia stated “Within this document [Resources for Optimal Care Of The Injured Patient 2006] is a triage scheme that has also been adopted by the CDC and NHTSA. The Office of Emergency Medical Services (OEMS) should use this document as it has the rest of the ACS/COT book and develop a statewide trauma triage scheme that will be incorporated into all EMS agencies patient care protocols in the applicable sections. This should in fact already be occurring.”

In states classified as “partial adopters,” we found no consistency in the changes that were made. In some instances, the changes were minor. For instance, in South Carolina, the 2006 scheme was reproduced with a deletion from Step three (vehicular telemetry) and burns were not moved to Step four. In others, the scheme largely represents the 1999 scheme or a different triage algorithm, but contained language specific to the 2006 Field Triage Decision Scheme (e.g., vehicular telemetry data consistent with a high risk of injury, time sensitive extremity injury) within the algorithm. Some states, such as Delaware, incorporated many of the elements of the 2006 scheme, but presented them as an outline and eliminated the binary branch points contained in the original algorithm. The modified guideline is consistent with the flow and formatting of this state’s other prehospital protocols.

In contrast, Pennsylvania maintained the overall structure of the algorithm, but combined the physiologic and anatomic elements into one category and the mechanism of injury and special consideration elements into a second category. The Pennsylvania guideline also added state specific destination and mode of transport criteria to the guideline. Similarly, the Arkansas triage scheme combined the physiologic and anatomic categories, and went into specific detail with respect to mode of transport, distance and time. However, unlike Pennsylvania, the Arkansas scheme is mostly derived from the 1999 document with a few elements from the 2006 Field Triage Decision Scheme.

DISCUSSION

In its 2006 multi-volume report on the Future of Emergency Care in the United States, the Institute of Medicine called for the development of “model prehospital care protocols for the treatment, triage, and transport of patients.”

Similarly, a multidisciplinary expert panel developed the 2006 Field Triage Decision Scheme in an effort to improve the field triage of injured patients across the U.S. It was endorsed by 17 national organizations, with concurrence from NHTSA. To the authors’ knowledge, the MMWR represents the first concerted effort to promulgate national guidelines for the field triage of injured patients.

Following its original publication in the ACS-COT monograph Resources for the Optimal Care of the Injured Patient in 2006, the supporting rationale and evidence for the scheme was published in the MMWR in January 2009.

Following these publications, the CDC pursued an active plan for disseminating the 2006 Field Triage Decision Scheme. The CDC provided 250,000 field triage print materials including the MMWR, pocket card, posters and training guides to EMS medical directors, administrators and providers. The MMWR was reprinted in its entirety in JEMS: A Journal of Emergency Medical Services. Information regarding the Decision Scheme has been presented at international, national and regional conferences and has encouraged debate about the revisions contained in the 2006 version of the scheme. Additionally, the CDC established a website (www.cdc.gov/fieldtriage) in January 2009 that has had 47,193 page views and 4,953 downloads of the MMWR as of April 30, 2010.

This paper represents the first attempt to analyze the use of the 2006 Field Triage Decision Scheme and provides insight into the scheme’s use, modifications and the population potentially covered by the field triage methodology. It also is a measure of the challenge of disseminating, translating, and implementing a national policy or guideline at the local level. This effort reveals that 32% of the 2009 U.S. population is living in a community that was identified in this study as having adopted (partially or fully) the 2006 Decision Scheme. Furthermore, the availability of such information to the general public could also be considered a ‘public notice’ of official administrative support for the 2006 Field Triage Decision Scheme within the governmental unit responsible for EMS.

For the prehospital environment, prior guideline development for this segment of healthcare providers has faced challenges. In a qualitative, exploratory study of EMS professionals at a national conference, Sasson et al. identified communication, uniform educational requirements and local EMS service coordination as potential operational barriers to the implementation of national guidelines for the termination of unsuccessful resuscitation efforts in the prehospital environment. Similarly, in a survey of 176 EMS agencies, Bingham et al. reported ten unique barriers to implementation of the 2005 American Heart Association guidelines for out-of-hospital cardiac arrest. The barriers fell into three categories including: instructional delays, technology delays regarding defibrillators, and decision-making delays at the state and local level. In addition, recent work by Weik among a national sample of pediatric emergency services providers, suggests that adoption and compliance can be enhanced. This may be done through the incorporation of local performance measures in the presence.
of state statutes, rules and regulations as well as the pivotal role of local emergency medicine ‘champions’ and existing job satisfaction by key EMS leaders.

There is a growing body of literature that examines the barriers and incentives for healthcare providers in the adoption, implementation and adherence to specific guidelines and clinical policies. In a 1999 article by Cabana et al.,33 32 years’ of published studies of barriers to guideline adoption were analyzed. This study found that while the reasons for guideline adherence may not be generalizable across specialties, there were common elements regarding the modification of physicians’ knowledge, attitudes, and behavior which could be addressed to reduce barriers to guideline adherence. Key issues such as lack of guideline awareness, familiarity, agreement, perceived self-efficacy and outcome expectancy in the context of institutional inertia and other external barriers were commonly reported. Furthermore, three Cochrane systematic reviews in the past two years, not only have confirmed these earlier findings, but also offer evidence to suggest that adoption and compliance may be improved by tailoring interventions to a given locality rather than at a national level.34-36 However, the present study was unable to examine specific barriers to adoption of the scheme using the available methodology. Further evaluation of barriers is needed, and would certainly affect the development and execution of policies or programs designed to increase adaptation and strengthen implementation of not only these, but also additional guidelines targeting the prehospital environment.

LIMITATIONS

This study has several important limitations. Our methodology consisted only of internet searches of publicly available information. Location of relevant material not only depended upon the authors’ ability to navigate to and locate the necessary information, but also on website design, maintenance, and content updates. Some states may have endorsed, adopted, or used the 2006 Field Triage Decision Scheme; however, these activities may not be adequately or appropriately reflected on their public websites. Thus, some states classified as “information not available” or using a different scheme, may in fact be using the 2006 Field Triage Decision Scheme, but they did not have that information readily available on their website. The states that actually use other guidelines may not be aware of the revisions or they simply may not have had time to update their guidelines on their respective websites. The authors did not conduct a formal survey of state health departments or EMS agencies, which may have provided more information regarding the current status of the adoption and use of the 2006 Decision Scheme. However, we thought that if information was not publicly available, then the dissemination and adoption of the guideline may not have occurred statewide. We acknowledge that placement of the 2006 Field Triage Decision Scheme on a website does not guarantee that the scheme is being used throughout a state. States vary in regulatory nature regarding the provision of EMS. Thus, a state may not be able to mandate use of the 2006 scheme within their local communities, and placement of the Decision Scheme on the website may not accurately reflect activities at the local level. Finally, we were not able to compare the speed and spread of adoption to prior revisions. In the past, the guideline has simply been part of the ACS-COT book Resources for the Optimal Care of the Injured Patient but there have not been the same extensive dissemination efforts that were used for the 2006 guideline.46-9 However, given that at least eight states in this study used their own version of a field triage guideline, this suggests that there are states that are either not aware of the national guideline, or may not consider that the national guideline meets their needs.

CONCLUSION

Accurate field triage is critical. Getting the right person, to the right place, at the right time can have a profound impact on patient morbidity and mortality as well as overall system efficiency, effectiveness, and safety.3 The 2006 Field Triage Decision Scheme incorporates a rigorous review of the available science on field triage and represents the multidisciplinary expertise of individuals across the spectrum of public health and acute injury care. Many states have adopted the 2006 Decision Scheme either fully or partially. However, further investigation is needed to determine the reasons why some states may choose not to adopt the guidelines and whether such a decision represents a need for more enhanced guideline dissemination or incorporation of perceived local needs and considerations.
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